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Rat Hop
CDA Rat Hop Sept. 23-24
will feature Major Lance Friday night and the Marveletts
Saturday night. See story on
page 6.
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Soccer
Doug Fernandez reviews
last year's Soccer Club season
and tells of this year's team
on page S.
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SAM Offers Career Night Tuesday
State Candidates Face Opposition
In All Major Races This November
Editor's Note: This is a brief
overview of the state political
campaigns which are heading
toward the November election.
Next week an editorial column
will focus on one campaign:
Thurmond versus Morrah.
By Billy Walker
TIGER Staff Writer
A millworker passes out the
company gate at dawn only to
be met by the pumping hand
of an ambitious politician.
In the lowcountry, a banjo
band twangs out "Fireball
Mail" and free watermelon
slices half-hide a hundred faces.
Suits, buffet tables and Sunday manners spell the order of
the day at a fund-raising effort
in the city.
Each scene mirrors a facet of
South Carolina's political environment. Politics is the business of getting elected, and Palmetto State politics with the
three above tactics in the forefront still retains much of its
old-time gusto and flair.
Roughly two months from
today, South Carolina's 886,944 registered voters will have
an opportunity to express their
opinion by way of the ballot.
In the coming weeks, the key
campaigns will be discussed in
The. TIGER. Interested students
and eligible voters among the
student body and the academic
community can take a look at
the candidates, the issues, and
the
charges and countercharges.
THE CANDIDATES
Bradley Morrah of Greenville has the formidable task
of facing incumbent Strom
Thurmond in the U. S. Senate.
Lawyer, farmer Thurmond
rode a crest of public indignation into office in 1954 when
allegations of "handpicking"
by the Democratic party's select
few goaded S. C.'s electorate
into making Thurmond the
only U. S. Senator ever to gain
election by a write-in campaign.
Thurmond switched party
loyalties in 1964, siding with
Republican presidential nominee Barry Goldwater.
Morrah's successful campaign against self-styled
"Double - Dipped" national
Democrat John Bolt Culbertson, also of Greenville, was an
eye opener. Morrah avoided
heavy conflict with Culbertson
during the primary and con-

centrated his fire on Thurmond.
The tactics were highly successful, as Morrah convincingly
won, 167,401-131,870.
Ernest F. Hollings, Charlestonian, former governor of
South Carolina, and acclaimed
by friends and foes as a "politician's politician" rode a crest
of another sort to victory over
Donald Russell for the U. S.
Senate in the June primary.

State Politics I
Hollings thumped Russell
solidly in the election, garnering 196,406 votes to Russell's
126,595 total. Russell's support of Lyndon Johnson in '64
played a big part in the loss.
He now faces former Democrat
Marshall Parker, State Senator
from '57 to the present, many
times siding with Hollings on
issues while the Charlestonian
was governor.
In the U. S. Congress, First
District Congressman Mendel
Rivers is without opposition.
Republican Albert Watson faces
Democrat and former U. S. C.
debate whiz Fred LeClerq in
the second congressional district.
William
Jennings
Bryan
Dorn seeks re-election in the
third congressional distirct.
John Grisso of Anderson is the
Republican opposition.
Robert Thomas Ashmore
(Democrat) is without opposition in the fourth district
and Tom Gettys (Democrat)
fifth district congressman, is
without Republican opposition.
Veteran legislator John McMillan vies with Republican
Archie Odom of Florence for
Sixth District congressional
seat.
Robert McNair of Allendale,
elevated to the governorship
when Donald Russell resigned
to accept an appointment from
McNair to fill the late Olin D.
Johnston's unexpired U. S. Senate position. McNair now faces
opposition from Joseph O.
Rogers, Jr. of Manning. Rogers
has been a member of the State
House of Representatives since
1955.
John C. West, Kershaw County senator, nominated convincingly in the Democratic primary for the office of lieutenant

governor faces a challenge
from Marshall T. Mays of
Greenwood, for the office of
lieutenant governor.
Democratic nominee Cyril
Busbee is opposed by Dr. Inez
C. Eddings for the office of State
Superintendent of Education.
A complicated battle erupted
nearly three weeks ago shortly after the death of long-time
state treasurer Jeff B. Bates. As
it stands now, pending a decision by the S. C. Supreme
Court, the Democratic nominee will be chosen in a special
primary. Assistant Attorney
General Grady L. Patterson,
Richland Treasurer Tom E. Elliott, Spartanburg Accountant
William M. Garrett, and Mason
T. Motes of Laurens will seek
the post.
The Republicans have advanced W. W. Wannamaker of
Orangeburg. He now has the
status of a write-in candidate,
again pending the State Supreme court decision.
THE FUTURE
Palmetto State Republicans
hold high hopes for the coming
campaigns. Democrats present
equally high ambitions. The
vote should be much a repeat
if the Democratic primary in
June when the vote repudiated
all ties with the Johnson administration.
"A majority of the South
Carolinians who voted in Tuesday's senatorial primaries,"
The STATE said June 16,
1966, "steered clear of anything
that would be construed as an
endorsement of L. B. J.'s Great
Society."
Next week — Thurmond vs.
Morrah.

By WES THOMPSON
TIGER Staff Writer
The Society for the Advancement of Management will conduct its annual
Career Day Tuesday, September 13. The program will begin at 7:00 p.m. in
the Chemistry Auditorium.
After an initial address by Dr. R. C. Edwards, president of the University,
students will move to the Math-English Complex to meet with representatives
from business and the professions.
Experts in 37 fields ranging
from management to engineering will give informal discussion and personal consultation on their fields.
Jimmy Clerk, president of
SAM, stated that the Society for
the Advancement of Management sponsors Career Day annually "to give the students an
opportunity to consult with industrial representatives and
plan for the future."
This year a special invitation
is issued to Freshmen and Coeds. Career Day is not for seniors only.
According to Mr. C. O.
Shuler, advisor for SAM,"Last
year's Career Day was a tremendous success and this
year's should be even better."
He continued, "Experienced
gained from previous years
and added planning, should
make Career Day this year a
rewarding experience for the
student."
Each representative will have
a separate room in the MathEriglish Complex. The discussions will be broken down into
three thirty minute periods with
brief intermissions enabling the
students to meet with several
representatives.
Mr. Raymond Rendelman,
agent for National Life Insurance Company of Vermont
from Greenville, S. C, will
speak on Insurance. Mr. Phillips Hungerford, Vice President
of Peoples National Bank in
Greenville, S. C, will discuss
banking. On hand to talk about
securities will be Mr. R. Cooper
White of Hornblower and

Army ROTC Company
Commanders Appointed
Commanders of the sixteen
companies of the Army IU)TC
Brigade took charge of their individual commands yesterday
at the second outdoor drill of the
semester, as over 1700 cadets
reported to drill.
Company commanders for
the First Battalion include Cadet Captains Dillard W. Bray,
Jr., Charles W. Jager, Ralph S.
Rustin, Jr., and Steve H. Best.
Bray, commander of Com-

High Rise Dorm Rises
Clemson's first high rise dormitory, a $2,071,000 structure, is now under construction on East campus. Scheduled for completion in August 1967, the II story dorm
will house 432 students in 216 rooms. Officials have not yet stated whether it will
house men or women students. (Photo by McDuffie)

pany A-l, is a senior English
major from Commerce, Ga.
Jager, a senior electrical engineering major from Charleston, commands Company B-l
and is a member of the TAPS
senior staff.
Rustin, a former Pershing
Rifle, is commander of Company C-l. He is a member of
Phi Kappa Delta and the Scabbard and Blade. Best, a senior
majoring in zoology, will command Company D-l; he lives in
Fayetteville, N. C.
Cadet Captains Bruce W.
Johnson, Eugene Preston Trotter, C. E. Felkel, Jr. and William H. Horton will lead the
four companies of the Second
Battalion.
Johnson, an industrial management senior, commands
Company A-2. He is a former
Counter Guerilla, a member of
the Society for the Advancement
of Management, and the Soccer
Club. He hails from Lawrence,
N. Y. Trotter, commander of
Company B-2, is a chemical
engineering major from Perry,
Fla.
Felkel, a senior pre-dentistry
major from Elloree, commands
Company C-2. He is a member
of Delta Sigma \u and Sigma
Tau Epsilon. Horton, commander of Company D-2, is
from Charleston. He is a senior in electrical engineering.
The Third Battalion company commanders include Cadet Captains Walter L. Dantzler, William O. Noffz, Jonas N.
Grissom Jr., and Ben T. Clark.
Dantzler, a senior animal
science major, is commanding
Company A-3. He is from Santee. Noffz, a senior agriculture
education major from NinetySix, is Company B-2 Commander. He is a former Pershing Rifle.
Grisson commands Company C-3. He is a senior history major from Hendersonville, N. C.
Clark, a chemical engineering major from Charleston,
leads Company D-3. He is a
member of Phi Kappa Delta.
Cadet
Captain Earl H.
Grubbs, a senior industrial education major from Barnwell,
commands Company A-4. He
is a member of Alpha Gamma.
Cadet Capt. Ronald B. Beatson, a senior animal science
(Continued on page 6)

Weeks-Hemphill Noyes located
in Greenville, S. C.
Representing hospital administration, Mr. Alfred Merline,
Hospital Accountant for St.
Francis Hospital in Greenville,
S. C, will discuss opportunities in his field. Mr. R. A. Pearson, Assistant Director of Deering Milliken Management Information Center in Spartanburg, S. C, will speak on management.
Mr. Thurston Nicholson of
Case and Company Inc. in
Greenville, S. C, and Mr. Jack
Smith, Director of Salaried Employment for Burlington Industries Inc. in Greensboro, N.
C, will discuss management
consulting and personnel respectively.
The areas of commercial
sales, advertising, and purchasing will be covered by Mr.
T. L. Waters of Texize Chemicals Inc., Mr. Paul P. Seabrook of Henderson Advertising, both located in Greenville,

S. C, and Mr. Jerry H. Wrape
of Spring Mills, Inc. of Fort
Mill, S. C.
Among the engineers that will
be part of Career Day are
chemical, civil, electrical, industrial, and mechanical engineers. These representatives include Mr. William H. Moore,
Industrial Engineering Manager for Excelsior Finishing
Plant in Pendleton, S. C, and
Mr. N. D. Laster, Research
Director for Sangamo Electric
Company of Pickens, S. C.
There will be representatives
in the fields of dairy science,
agriculture,
and poultry
science. Discussing these areas
will be Mr. Ben E. Goodale of
Palmetto Dairyman's Federation, Inc., located in Greenville,
S. C, Mr. Tom Havenstein of
Central Soya of South Carolina from Orangeburg, S. C,
and Mr. Bob Hendrix of Campbell Soup Company from Sumter, S. C.
(Continued on page 6)

RISING FOOD PRICES

Inflation Hits Dan's
By TOM SELF
News Stall Writer
The recent price changes at
Dan's Sandwich Shop have
been attributed to a current rise
in the cost of food.
Dan Gentry, owner of the student gathering place, told The
TIGER that "A rise in wholesalers' prices has forced me to
up my prices." A representative
of a Greenville distributing
company
confirmed Dan's
statement.
A rise in the cost of such
commodities as milk, mayonnaise, and shortening was cited
as a major reason for local
price increases. Dan, being
more specific, pointed out that
"the price of cheese has recently gone up 10 cents on the
pound."
Emphasizing the fact that the
price increase was no "get rich
overnight"
situation,
Dan
stated that his main concern
was "giving the student the best
deal for his money."
Dan said that he understood
the financial position of students and that he tried to set
accomodating prices.
"I have tried to keep prices
at a minimum," said Dan. "Despite other price increases, I
have raised my prices on hamburgers only a dime in fifteen
years."
The complaints on prices
which some students have made
have worried Dan. When asked
if current prices would remain,
Dan replied, " 1 want each student to know that the increase
in prices was not made for personal gain. The student is foremost in mind, and I want to
emphasize the fact that when
prices go down, Dan's will go
down. Until then, I will continue
to serve students top quality
food at the most reasonable

price possible."
Concerning prices, Dan had
several suggestions to make to
the students. According to Dan,
the rat system of food catering
needs some renovation.
"If you've ever been here at
ten o'clock at night, you know
what I mean. The line stretches
out the front door at times. I
try to give instant service, but
when one rat has an order for
fifteen or twenty upperclassmen
it takes time.
"By the time the freshman
finishes paying lor each order
separately, walking back to the
dorm, and distributing the orders, the food is cold. When
this occurs I feel that the student is not getting his money's
worth."
When asked what might be
done to remedy this situation,
Dan suggested change in the
system of rat service.
"I believe that the present rat
system needs certain modifications. For instance, if each rat
could be responsible for two or
three upperclassmen the problem of lost time and cold food
might be solved.
" I timed a rat the other night
and it took him an hour and
fifteen minutes to get his order straight. When he finally got
everything ready, he had too
much to carry. I feel sure that
by the time he returned to the
dorm, the food had become
cold.
"The upperclassmen who received the cold food probably
felt that he had been cheated."
Dan went on to explain that
he was in favor of the rat season and what it stands for.
"I just hate to see somebody
get less than their money's
worth," he said. Dan made it
clear that he was not "griping,
just trying to help the student."

Tranquility
Lake Hartwell presents an ever-changing panorama
of beauty. TIGER photographer Louis Womble recently
caught this striking sunset scene on film after a day of
boating on the lake.

Senior Day Ban Brings
Varied Student
By GUS JOHNSON
TIGER Staff Writer
The administration's banning of Senior Day evoked comment from seniors ranging
from agreement to anger to a
desire for change.
The comments were indeed
very varied. Some seniors were
extremely angry about the decision, while others stated that
Senior Day never meant much
to them.
Many of the seniors interviewed hoped that Senior Day
would be continued in some
other form.
Some suggested having the
occasion away from the Clemson campus. Others believed
that it would be a good idea
to have the dance at the Clemson Armory.
Then, several seniors suggested that Senior Day be a
time for special recognition, instead of the traditional day of
hell-raising.
Graham Pritchard, chairman
of the Elections Board had this
to say: "Well, first of all, I was
surprised, and also disappointed until I later heard the reasoning behind it."

Leaders

I Courts
Should Remain Closed
By MIKE PATTERSON
TIGER Staff Writer
Five of Clemson's leading
students said Wednesday that
they are in favor of closed
courts.
According to Danny Speights,
student body president, the
court system here is not to be
compared to the system of civil
courts in America, for it bears
very little resemblance to them.
He said that only in objectives
are the two systems comparable.
The students that argued in
favor of closed courts, primarily on the grounds that such a
system is in the best interests
of the student body were:
Randy Mahaffey, chairman
of the High Court; John
Matthew, President of the Student Senate; John Dickerson,
chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee; Terry Rich-

ardson, another member of the
High Court; and Speights.
The leaders said the court
system at Clemson is basically
an outgrowth of the old system
of military courts.
There is little opportunity and
less reason for a member of
the court to act against the interests of the student body and
the school, they said.
Could a member of the court
be prejudiced against a certain
defendent? Yes, the leaders say,
but that defendent can remove
him from the court for the duration of his trial by requesting
as much.
Terry Richardson pointed
out some further safeguards in
Clemson's system.
He said, "Though President
Edwards has never done this,
he has the power to veto any
decision of the High Court. Furthermore, if a student thinks

he's gotten a raw deal, he can
go to the appeals court, which
is composed of the Student
Body President, the Attorney
General, and the President of
the Senate."
Danny Speights said that
publicity would be certain not to
help a student unless it was an
extraordinary case, and it
probably wouldn't help him
then.
He said that even in the case
of somebody like, say, a fraternity president or a star football player, there'd be almost
as many students yelling for
"no special favors"—court policy anyway—as there would be
screaming that the school
couldn't afford to lose him.
He said that under the present system there is less room
for emotionalism.
(Continued on page 5)

Ryan Cobb's reaction was,
"Well, I didn't really think they
had done it."
Mike Maxwell's opinion was,
"I knew that the decision was
going to come sooner or later,
but I'm disappointed that it
came when I was a senior."
Another senior said, "I hate
that it was abolished."
A few seniors stated that they
did not like the way the administration handled the situation.
One senior said that he would
not miss Senior Day, because
in his opinion the seniors were
showing the underclassmen
how immature they were after
four years of college work. Still
another senior believed that the
occasion was just an excuse for
the seniors to have a "big
drunk".
When asked why Senior Day
was important, Richie Robinson replied, "It has become a
tradition at Clemson." Another
senior said, "Well, seniors have
been here a long time, and
many have contributed a lot to
the school, and I feel it would be
fair to have a special day set
aside for recognition to the seniors."
Some seniors thought Senior
Day was important, because
it was a "celebration" and "a
time to let off steam."
Others felt that after four
years of college, seniors were
entitled "to some type of reward." One senior felt that it
was "one last time when you will
see all your classmates together."
Another question asked was
if Senior Day should be continued in some other form. Mike
Maxwell had this to say, "I
would definitely like for it to be
continued. Also I would like to
know what serious incident or
physical injury has resulted
from the present form of Senior
Day that would warrant changing it or abolishing it completely, because I was looking
forward to enjoying it all."
Jimmy Hill was in favor of
having a picnic and informal
dance for the seniors.
Randy Mahaffey had this to
say, "I think seniors should be
given a dance, and perhaps
something worked out with different girls' schools, and should
be held away from the campus,
perhaps at the Armory."
(Continued on page 6)
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"Dear HILLSIDE..."
CHARLES HILL
Associate Editor

"He Roars For Clemson University"
Clemson, S. C, Friday, September 9, 1966

Matthew And Cox, 1966
What John Matthew is saying these
days needs badly to be understood.
It needs to be understood by others,
particularly by the Vice-president for
Student Affairs, in terms of the rising
student indignation over the highhanded policies pursued by his office as September lengthens. And it
needs to be understood by Matthew
himself in terms of its implications
for his own leadership.
Away from the podium in the Senate and the glare of the Student Affairs office, John Matthew is conceding that he is not able to communicate with the dean whose arbitrary
pronouncements threaten to shake the
foundations of a carefully built and
fiercely defended, responsible student
government. And it is just possible
that he is losing the ability to communicate with the vast majority of
students, who do not understand the
behind-the-scenes work of student
leaders and who may not even have a
concept of a responsible student government.
There is becoming honesty on Matthew's part here. It has been clear to
observers that John Matthew is having
at least as much trouble with the growing number of students who do not
take this student government seriously as he has been having with the old
military way of handling decisions.
* * *
But if the students had to catch up
with an articulate leader who would
not wait indefinitely for them to demand their rights, and are now demanding that which cannot be done
behind the scenes, how far must Dean
Walter T. Cox, himself a former Clemson cadet and military man, go to
catch up with the new awareness on
this campus that a student just might
have as many individual rights as
any other citizen? If he did desire to
catch up—and as yet he has not shown
that desire—what would then be his
position in regards to influence and
authority?
That is the sad soul of the dilemma.
Influence and authority are the issues
here, and that is something that the
vast majority of students can and do
understand.
The'Sphere1 of influence of the Senate and Student Government has been
defined and established for several
years, but implementation of influence within that sphere as yet has not
materialized. In recent years Student
Government has been approaching in
fact that which is written down on
paper, but recent developments in this
area have cost the Senate and its leader part of the student confidence obtained last spring during the off-campus housing controversy.
The student regulations distributed
this fall, although they approached
the spirit of the Senate bill, were not
in entire agreement with the proposals
outlined there and a basic precept of
Senate authority was violated when
changes were made: That all policies
affecting student life be submitted to
the Senate before enactment.

More recently, Dean Cox has announced that Senior Day has been discontinued, but that "the ideas and
leadership of everyone" are needed
to develop a new program for seniors. This immediately forces the Senate to lose face in front of the student
body, and although Dean Cox has
stated that he did not mean to appear
arbitrary and that he acted in the best
interests of the University, the results
are the same. While it can be established that Senior Day has presented
a bad image of the University to visitors and something undoubtedly
needs to be done to prevent this, the
method chosen by Dean Cox was,
at best, poor.
* * *
What has happened at Berkeley
and other campuses across the country will doubtless not occur here.
However, and more important, what
had been asked at Berkeley is not being asked here.
Student Government does not want
to run the University, but merely to
have a part in its running. John
Matthew knows that if his Senate is
to be responsible for regulations concerning student life, then it must also
have some authority in that area. If
it is possible for the Vice-president for
Student Affairs to announce what will
be done and what won't be done,
then where is the need for Student
Government since it does not govern?
The only other purpose would be to
give credence to administrative policy, but the term "rubber stamp" does
not fit the present student leaders.

ing a college freshman, to
have something constant to
rely on—her daily letter. And
every night, no matter how
late you had to stay up, you
wrote her back.
Sometimes you heard a boy
down the hall talk about getting a "shaft letter." He would
tell how they had gone together all during high school,
and now they had broken up.
You thought how badly it
would hurt you if that would
ever happen to you. But you
were confident. For you and
her, it was different.

* * *

They come here, every year,
like this. They are in love, and
nobody can tell them any different. They are stubborn
about it.
But sooner or later, it happens. It almost always does.
Perhaps it won't be first semester. Maybe it won't be until your sophomore year. But
almost certainly, it will happen.
You and she will break up.
Why?
I'm not going to pretend to
be a "Dear Hillside," giving

In this process President R. C. Edwards could help immensely. He could
drop the pretense that Student Government already has a voice in this
University's decisions and take steps
to insure that it will be consulted
BEFORE a decision is made. He
could begin saying in private what he
has been saying in public for several
years—that the Senate will never be
by-passed. In short he could lead the
administration and Student Government on a search, not for superiority
of one over the other but for equality
of both, to prevent a vital, dynamic
Student Government, needed in an era
of progress, from being turned into
its former incompetent indifference by
a knowing student body's apathy in
the fall of 1966.
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advice to the lovelorn frosh.
I'm certainly not an expert in
the field of romance, though I
have received my share of
shaft letters. But to this mixedup matter of college dating I
have given a good deal of
thought. I guess you'd call
me a dreamer.
Nine out of ten high school
romances do not continue to
flourish in the college atmosphere. It is because of a maturing in attitude, in outlook,
in your whole philosophy of
life, that is the natural result
of the freshman experience.
In no other period of time
will your whole personality
undergo such sweeping, comprehensive changes as during
your freshman year in college. This change in yourself
is inevitable. Do not fear it.
It is usually for the best, if
you are serious-minded at all.
It is part of the wonderful
process of growing up.
For this is the first year that
you will make decisions, important decisions, on your
own. This is the first time that
you are away from home for

a significant period of time,
and thus you are on your own.
You will decide whether or
not you'll stay up and study,
or go to bed early. You will
decide if you'll spend $3.98
on an Impressions album, or
save the money in case something else comes up. You will
decide if you'll go to church
Sunday morning, or just stay
in bed and sleep a while longer.
These decisions, this responsibility, this being on your
own, is bound to affect your
outlook, your sense of values.
You'll get a new idea about
what you think is important.
And with this new outlook,
your attitude on dating, and
love, and girls, will also
change. And you'll begin to
look at your old high-school
girl in the light of your new
values and ideas. And maybe you'll decide she doesn't
exactly fit your new values.
And she, no doubt, may be
thinking the same thing about
you.
And so, sooner or later,
you'll break up.
(Continued on page 6)
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The phasing of student leadership
into the mainstream of the University's policy-making and the establishment of the autonomy of the Senate is a job that can't wait. John
Matthew and other responsible student leaders could assume a large
role in it. Matthew does have enormous influence. He knows, further,
that the students he has not been able
to communicate with are not fooled
by grandiose talk of responsible student government—they know this has
little meaning for them. Matthew could
take the lead in focusing the University's attention on transforming a
paper student body constitution into
actual influence and authority.

2Ilj* ©tger
MANAGING EDITOR
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you and she had reached an
agreement, and she would be
your girl, and you would be
her guy, and it was all wonderful.
And so you had come to college. Maybe she rode up with
your parents to bring you—
you had been so proud of her.
And when it was time for them
to go back, you had leaned
through the car window and
kissed her.
You had decorated your
dormitory room. On your
walls you put the athletic letters you had won in high
school, and maybe a Clemson pennant. And on your
desk you had a color portrait
of her, in a large wooden
frame. She had given it to you
for your birthday, and it was
lovely. You looked at it lingeringly while you worked at
calculus.
She wrote to you every day.
The letters came on light blue
stationery, with the stamp upside down, and a sticker in
the left-hand corner that said
"Winthrop" or "Columbia." It
was such a comfort in the confusing, harrassing days of be-

Perhaps it had happened
one solitary afternoon at the
beach, you and she walking
hand in hand in the shallow
surf.
Maybe you talked it over
with her sitting in your car at
Shoney's, each sipping a milk
shake.
Or it could have been on the
couch in her living room, you
tenderly holding her hand,
Johnny Mathis playing on the
stereo.
But sometime, somewhere,
before you left for college, you
and she had talked it over.
And of this much you were
both certain: that you loved
each other, that you were
"sure," and that you would
remain true to one another
throughout your college days.
You wouldn't be like the other
couples that broke up within a
few months after they had
started to college. Your affair
was different.
Maybe you hadn't used a
term like "going steady." After all, you were collegiate
now. You might now have left
her your high school ring.
That wasn't necessary. For

STUDENT LEADERS SPEAK

French Book On Rights Applies Here
By DICK MILKY
Attorney General
Every year many questions
and comments arise over the
loss of privileges and traditions at Clemson. The book,
The Origin of Rules and Regulations; or Why Citizens Lose
Rights and Privileges, reviewed (by request of the Associate Editor) in this article,
deals primarily with the duties
and responsibilities of being a
member of a society and the
results of the crude abuses of
rules, regulations, privileges,
and responsibilities by the minority of a society.
The theme of the book, written by Dr. Fictif Travail in
French (to be published in an
English edition soon) deals
with a situation much like the
one that exists at Clemson.
Why do we loose more and
more of Rat Season and Rat
Tradition each year? Why
does the administration wish
to abolish Senior Day? Why
have the Clemson Launderette
hours been greatly reduced?
"Abuse," says Dr. Travail,
"of those rights, privileges,
and responsibilities results in
the citizenry being oppressed
by greater restrictions and
fewer privileges...The problem arises in that it is only a
minority in most cases that
abuse these privileges. But the
abusing minority manages to
lose for the majority these
stated rights."
Abuses and excesses by upperclassmen, not rats and not
administrators, have caused
the rapid decay of Clemson's
Rat Traditions. The gross actions of three or four drunk
and disorderly seniors on Senior Day last year have caused
administrators to desire the

death of the holiday. A simple
thief, stealing money from a
change machine, has caused
the reduction of launderette
hours. Case after case of abuse
by the minority can be cited
to cause the need for rules and
regulations which curb the
privileges of the majority.
Dr. Travail shows quite
elaborately, yet simply, that
as long as the majority remains complacent, allowing
the minority to abuse traditions and privileges, the loss
of these heritages will continue.
He points out that a democracy is a government of laws,
not of men. Buthesays, "Ifthe'
majority does not support the
rules and regulations made by
their elected officials which are

designed to protect rights, no
law will ever protect any citizen or group of rights."
This critic feels that he
means it is up to the students ol
Clemson to stop these abuses
of traditions and privileges by
helping to enforce Student
Regulations through their
own personal efforts. Student
Government members do their
best to maintain these traditions; but too often Student
Government has to allow the
majority to be penalized because of minority action.
Dr. Travail closes his work
saying, "A citizen of a society
who allows a fellow citizen to
malaciously abuse the privileges and traditions of their
society is as guilty as the offending citizen."

LETTERS TO TOM

Anonymous Letter Indicts Cox
Dear Tom,
The recent statement by
Dean Cox to the effect that
Senior Day, as it has been in
the past, would be abolished,
is laudable. I, for one, feel
that my class is mature
enough not to need an organized drunk to prove its
coming of age. Senior Day in
the past has been nothing but
a blot on the reputation of
Clemson. As I have said, I
agree with his ruling.
What I disagree with is the
high-handed way in which the
ruling was made. Dean Cox,
as usual, made his ruling, and
then asked the students for
their opinions. This failure to
ask for the students' views
has been much too prevalent
in many of Dean Cox's decisions. One has only to re-

member the rat rules bill of
several years ago and the
threatening of rats with expulsion for participation in
impromptu pep rallies to realize that the students are being duped into believing that
they have a say-so in administrative decisions.
Dean Cox has time and time
again shown his utter disregard for the opinions of the
students of Clemson. I find it
hard to respect a person who
shows no respect for the opinions of others. This, supposedly, is a democratic age, but
here in the fiefdom of Cox, The
Dark Age has descended once
again. With all due respect,
Thane Cox, it is time for the
Renaissance.
Name Withheld By Request
Class of '67

The only sound I could hear was the scraping
of my pocket knife as it peeled off long slivers of
wood from my front porch. They fell silently to
the next step as the exposed fresh wood became
more and more noticeable. I closed my knife and
looked around me. It was a dark and heavily
humid night that seemed to hang from the few
trees spaced along the road in front of my prefab.
A silent yellow moon could be seen, suspended
as if it were floating listlessly.
A little black and white terrier broke the silence
with a high-pitched whine. He stood on a parched
brown lawn and looked toward the moon as if
waiting for it to float away. His shattering yips
gave movement to the proud, soft curls along his
back. One tiny ear had curled enough to see the
white inside its furry cover.
Suddenly I heard the screeching of gravel as if
a car had made a fast turn around an unseen
corner. I looked up fast to see the high-brights of
headlights moving rapidly down the street. Brakes
screeched, car doors slammed, and two straight
nosed campus police casually climbed out on the
pavement. Both stood still; one looked around
suspiciously.
A scowl spread across his lips, and even in
the dark I noticed the pudgy hands hooked through
his belly-shadowed belt, and the sweat that glistened
on their palms. His stretched blue cuffs had flapped
over enough to reveal white socks, one of which had
slipped out of sight into his shoe.
He took in the face of his partner as he swivelled
his chubby neck. This one was clean shaven, obviously younger than the former, and gave the
impression of apprenticeship. He looked toward
the patch of grass with a forced stare, but his
nervous eyes shifted to me occasionally.
I looked at the insecure pair with mixed feelings
of pity and bewilderment. It showed on my face. 1
had begun to fit the pieces together and I stared
with disbelief.
On the cue of an unseen gesture from the older
cop, the "men" bolted for the dog. The pup eluded
them and continued to yip with his head tilted
toward the enemies who had come to subdue him.
He backed off nervously, his young muscles quivering with the excitement. They made another attempt, the fat one stumbling to his knees while the
young one stood with his hands before him, the
picture of helplessness.
There was much movement behind the small
tree, a few harsh croaks, and then a clear, hard,
uncertain answer. I bolted from the porch when I
heard the shot.
It was a clear, ringing, savage shot and I saw
the quivering near-lifeless body of the young pup
as I rounded the branches. Everyone stood motionless. I stood motionless. The young one swaggered to the opposite side of the car, his lips moist,
as the driver started the engine, his face red. The
trance was broken. Some looked after the car;
most looked at the frail, furry body as its rich,
red blood streamed out over the dead grass and
was soaked up by the dry clay:/^(/>-'•^•■^
This, readers, is the story of an incicfli Bfi'hich
happened on our campus last Friday
is a story which I was shocked to hear.
It brings back memories of totalitarian governments of the past and present, of the writings of
Orwell and Huxley. Who has the right to destroy
life? It was a domesticated, cherished life. V~"at
of the small child who owned him? He could not
comprehend death.
Will we see the day when our campus police
destroy any life to assure themselves something
other than a routine Friday night? Will they manhandle students who transgress their authority?
Will they have need to assert their manhood in
the future by trespassing, destroying private property, or by any tendency toward crude violence?
I advocate nothing but some form of protection
from this homespun gestapo of our illustrious
chief. I seem to recall a guarantee, called the Bill
of Rights, written some centuries ago.
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Plans Made For Restoring
Historic Woodburn House

By GARLAND GOODEN, JR.
It's a fashionable thing at most Ivy League
schools to have a writer-in-residence hanging
around the staff with no real duties other than the
counseling of young authors and adding prestige
to the faculty.

Historic Woodburn House, built in the early
1800s by Charles Cotesworth Pinckney of Charleston as a summer home, and 6.26 acres of land
adjacent to State Highway 28 near Pendleton, have
been deeded to the Foundation for Restoration of
Houses in the Pendleton area by Clemson University, according to Dr. Robert C. Edwards, Clemson president.

Study In Cool:

history of mankind. Cotesworth was attracted to the "delicious " life of the area and decided to build a summer cottage there. Woodburn, however, is not a mere cottage.
The edifice is a four story,
eighteen room wooden structure. The wide porches of the
two main stories exemplify the
trend of the architecture of the
period. These extensive piazzas stretch across the front
and across parts of two sides
of the structure. They are supported by many square wooden pillars which are characteristic of antebellum architecture. It is a wooden structure, the lumber being hand
hewn planks which are a foot
wide. The massive front door
is in two parts, allowing the
upper half to be opened while
the lower half remains shut.
Instead of windows, the home
has four double French doors.
These doors were built especially for summer living. The
large glass transoms with
lowered blinds reaching to the
floor form an impressive
sight. The interior of the house
is also impressive.
Located on the first floor are
a kitchen, dining area, pantry
and other storage rooms. The
first floor is more of a semibasement. The bulk of the
cooking was done in an outside summer kitchen which
has since been destroyed. This
backyard scullery contained a
fireplace
that was large
enough for a normal size person to stand erect in. The second floor above the kitchen
and dining area contains
double drawing rooms across
the front, a library, stair hall
and two bedrooms in the rear.
The two large parlors, (20'
x 20' x 12') have enormous
connecting double doors. The
third floor is composed of live
bedrooms and a stairhall
which providedsleepingquarters for children and their
night nurses. All of the rooms
are large and each contains'
a high ceiling, fireplace, and
built in cupboard. Beneath
the house there is a huge cellar
or cistern which was used as
an ice room. It will hold as
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Robert f. Sorrells:
Writer In Residence

By TOM SELF
Staff Writer

The foundation, granted a
charter in 1960 by South Carolina's secretary of state, hopes
to make the house a shrine
and to restore the surrounding
grounds.
The U. S. government deeded
the house and land to Clemson
University in 1954.
Woodburn is located two
miles from Clemson and just
off the Anderson highway. Although it is now in disuse and
decay, it glows as a tangible
reminder of life in antebellum
South Carolina. It is evident
that Woodburn was, in its
time, a thing of beauty, a
masterpiece of architecture
and luxury. The now crumbling edifice stands majestically,
a retrospection of the elegance
of the period in which it was
built.
Its builder, Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, was the son of
the famous Thomas Pinckney
and Eliza Lucas Pinckney. He
was a writer of the state and
national constitutions, also an
educator, diplomat, agricultural scientist, and gentleman.
Twice a candidate for the
Presidency, his name has become immortal to the people
of South Carolina. The association of his name with Woodburn has made the home a
structure of historical importance. It is definitely a living
example of a dead society.
At the time of Woodburn's
construction, Pendleton was
considered to be the crossroads of the state. The section
of the state known as the
Pendleton area consisted of
what is now three counties
and was the social, political
and fashion center of the Piedmont.
The styles of the women of
Charleston are said to have
been influenced by the styles
worn by the women of Pendleton. A group of planters, who
exemplified the highest level of
living and cultural development ever achieved by families
engaged in agriculture,
moved to or around Pendleton. This produced an elegance of living, a refinement
of tastes and customs hardly
equaled before or since in the

THE TIGER

NOT A "SIT IN"
While Clemson has never found it necessary to
open such a position, we have nevertheless acquired our own sit-in author in the rather roundabout way of hiring English professors. You
probably know him as "Thank-goodness-I've-got
Sorrells-for-lit-this-semester." His given name is
Robert T. Sorrells, and, though he was born in
New York, he claims Nashville, Tennessee, as his
home. Robert Sorrells does a lot more than "sit
in" however, teaching freshman and sophomore
courses in English and literature, as well as a class
in creative writing.

Historic Woodburn House, built in the early 1800's by Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, has recently been given by Clemson to the Foundation
for Restoration of Houses in the Pendleton area. Plans are being made
to restore the historic upstate home. (Photo by Burns)

Woodburn:
much as twelve thousand gallons of water. A cupola on the
roof once provided a spot
where occupants could go and
enjoy
the
view
of the
mountains and later of Clemson College.
The setting of Woodburn is
comparable with the house itself. The setting was adequately described by Dr. John Adger, who later owned the
home. Dr. Adger said that he
"fell in love with Woodburn
at first sight, the beautiful ride
through the hills, the fine old
dwelling itself, the splendid
mountain view seen from the
windows, the beautiful road
down to the stable running
over a ridge, with trees filling a hollow on the left hand
and on the right a romantic
forest ravine. And then, beyond the stable, the fertile
acres of bottom land." Six
hundred acres of this land
compose the estate. The land
surrounding the home provided an inspiration for its
naming. The name was suggested by a couplet from Sir
Walter Scott:
"Where reed
upon her margin sees Sweet
Woodburn's Cottages and
trees."
The long driveway which
led to the house and around
the house was paved with flint
rocks, but none remain now.
Not far from the structure is
a huge barn with granite walls
slanting to the second floor.

Since its opening two weeks ago the
Robert M. Cooper Library has become a
mecca for students seeking a quiet, cool
place to study. John Law-ton, a sophomore from York, was caught in this not
uncommon relaxed pose recently by TIGER
photographer Angus McDuffie.

He acquired his B. A. and M. A. degrees from
Vanderbilt, and his Master of Fine Arts Degree
from the Writers' Workshop at the University of
Iowa, where he studied under R. V. Cassill. Fresh
out of Iowa, he was recommended to the Clemson
English Department by a former professor, John
Young, who simply said 'hire him,' and he came
to the school in the fall of 1965.

These slanting walls form a
ramp which allows a wagon to
enter,
unload, and turn
around within the barn. The
first level of the barn is composed of livestock stalls. Near
the barn the remains of a
granite horse mounting block
may be found. Thiswasprobably for the convenience of
lady riders. The slave quarters, smoke house, harness
rooms,
blacksmith shop,
dairy barn, and poultry
houses which once adorned
the landscape are now gone.
Only memories of the bygone
days remain.
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney and his family resided at

Woodburn from 1800 to
1882. It was then sold to
David Taylor, a Negro trader
who was reportedly a rough
man. Reverend John B. Adger
of Charleston (previously
mentioned) acquired the land
from Taylor and the land remained in his family for over
five decades. His nephew, Major A. T. Smithe, was given
the land and he established a
stock farm there in 1882. The
house was sold again in 1908
to Mr. Bill Owens. Owens later
sold the home to Mr. John
Frank an Anderson realtor.
It is believed that Clemson
acquired the home for one

Ma/one Award Offered
For Outstanding Feature
Your historical feature story
could be worth $50.
For the third consecutive year
The TIGERincooperationwith
Gamma Alpha Mu, honor English fraternity for writers, will
sponsor the Henry T. MaloneGamma Alpha Mu Award. The
award is made to the Clemson
undergraduate who writes the
best feature story on campus,
community, or state history to
appear in The TIGER before
March 8, 1967.
Features must be original
compositions
involving research. The story must be approximately 800 words long.
Stories submitted must be typewritten. The final decision concerning suitability for publication will be made by The
TIGER Managing Editor.
All features published in The
TIGER of sufficient length will
be considered for the award
whether or not the author requests it. Features appearing
after March 8 will be considered for the award in the following school year. The award
will be presented at Honors and
Awards Day exercises and the
name of the winner will be engraved on a permanent plaque
kept in The TIGER offices.
Last year's winner was
Charles Humphries III. His
story concerned historic place
names in Upstate South Carolina.
Features are judged by a representative from each of the
following departments at Clemson: Office of Development, History, and English. The representative from the Office of Development will serve as chairman of the committee. The
judges are chosen by the Dean
of Student Affairs, the Editor of
The TIGER, and the faculty adviser of The TIGER.
Dr. Henry T. Malone ('37),
Director of Development and
Professor of History at Georgia
State College in Atlanta, established the award in 1964,

"to encourage good feature
writing on historical topics."
In addition to numerous articles on historical topics, Dr.
Malone has written two books,
Cherokees of the Old South:
A People in Transition and
The Episcopal Church in Georgia.

dollar during the Roosevelt
era when land-grant purchases were booming. The
school intended to tear the
structure down in order to provide more grazing land for
cattle. This intention produced
a wave of criticism.
A group of interested citizens was prompted by this to
form the Foundation of
Historic Restoration in the
Pendleton Area. They feel that
the destruction of Woodburn
would be a destruction of history. J. D. Smith, head of the
foundation, said "we plan to
explore possible restoration of
Woodburn and if successful
there may be a chance that we
will consider other projects."
The foundation hopes to obtain funds from interested civil
and social groups, and perhaps an interested philanthropist.
The home has deteriorated
greatly because of disuse. It
is now deserted.
It is estimated that repair
of Woodburn will cost thirty
five thousand dollars and the
furnishings will cost another
twenty thousand dollars.
The foundation feels that if it
is restored and made into a
spot of historical significance
it will make the Pendleton area
a mecca for the tourist.

STORY PUBLISHED

;
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The outstanding thing about Robert Sorrells is
that he is a writer, and a very fine one at that.
'For proof, he has had a short story accepted
for publication in an anthology of verse and fiction
entitled "Southern Writing of the Sixties,"published
by the LSU Press. Jim Yount also has a story accepted, as well as James Dickey, holder of the
National Book Award for his volume of poetry,
"Buckdancer's Choice."
"CHARLEY BILLY"

The title of Mr. Sorrells' story is "Charley Billy,"
i which he describes as a "typical southern Gothic
tale set in rural Tennessee, written in no particular
style but my own."
The story is about a farm boy and his retarded
brother, Charley Billy, who are raised by a fanatical father in a strict religious manner.
Sorrells has a great ability to weave a tale, and
at present he has submissions off to the "Atlantic
Monthly," and is working on a full-length novel
entitled "The Saviors." And as far as teaching and
counseling young authors goes, he's great at that,
too.

Come
tothelXN.
A trip to United Nations Headquarters can be educational and inspirational.
What's more, it's fun.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
DON'T KEEP YOUR PARENTS IN THE DARK
SEND THEM YOUR PAPER THIS YEAR
ALL CHARGES COVERED FOR JUST $4.00
We're not sure the young visitor at the left knows it, but talking to the Japanese Attache and the Mali Representative is
United States Ambassador to the UN, Arthur Goldberg. (2,000
representatives of 117 countries work at the UN, plus 3400 Secretariat employees. They're often on the job 14 hours a day.)
21,000 visitors come to United Nations Headquarters every
week. Guided tours start every 10 minutes, 9:15am to 4:45pm,

NAME

STREET & NUMBER

7 days a week. Tours cost $ 1.25 for adults, 50* for children and
students, are conducted by lovely guides from 36 countries, last
one hour, and will fill many letters home.
Would you like to know more about what's in store for you
at the UN?
For a free UN Tour Booklet and Visitor's Button, write to:
UN Association of the United States, New York 10017.

STATE & ZIP CODE
Contributed by this newspaper as a public service in cooperation with The Advertising Council.
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THE TIGER
P.O. BOX 2097
CLEMSON, S. C. 29631
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'Defensive Daredevils'
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Wayne Page
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Phil Marion

Frank Liberatore

Jackson

Tiger Secondary Prepares For Opposing Aerials
By BILL SMITH
& SAM COPELAND
When the Tigers open their
1966 football season against
the University of Virginia, the
visiting Cavaliers will be facing

HOWARD
JOHNSON'S
OF CLEMSON

one of the toughest competitors
in the ACC when the first pass
play is called, according to his
coach.
Phil Marion, starting this fall
at right
safety position for
Clemson, is picked by his
coach, Banks McFadden, to
give the opposing passing attacks plenty of trouble as the
season progresses.
Marion, a 5-9, 187-pound
fighter, feels the Tigers will better their 1965 season record,
and also has his heart set on
going to a bowl. "Our goal is
to go to a bowl this year,"

/
is now taking
applications for
Waitresses

«

Part time — Full time
Apply in person
Located on
Highway 123 and 93

GArvJT"
SHERTMAKSBS

Craig
said Marion, "especially the
seniors, because it will be our
last chance."
McFadden says he has more
experience in the defensive
backfield than he started with
last fall. The Tigers will be three
deep in some spots of the secondary.
Pushing Marion and the other
starting safety. Art Craig, are
Kit Jackson, Roger Hayes, and
Richard
Luzzi.
McFadden

hopes Luzzi will blossom out
with a little experience, as he
has the potential to become one
of the best.
"Kit (Jackson) is not ready
yet. noted McFadden, "but he
is improving fast and getting
stronger every time he goes out.
He can play either safety and
has his usual speed and balance. Kit proved he had the
rools last year, and we're expecting a lot of work out of
him this fall."
Marion gave the formula
which keeps him on the starting
team, and ahead of the other
Tigers fighting for starting
berths. " I try to see through the
receiver to thequarterback,"expressed Marion. "When I see the
ball in the air, I shift my speed
accordingly and make my
move."
Marion worked this past summer as a clerk, putting in a
little time at the billard table on
the side. The work must have
agreed with the muscular Tiger
star, as he gained a mere .7 of
a pound.
Playing on the starting secondary with Marion is another
ACC leader. Arthur Craig, a
big man termed by McFadden,
as "able to play any position on
the team."
Craig was at fullback during
the spring practices but Coach
McFadden got him back and
has him ready to block passes
with the best.
Craig, at 6-1 and 202
pounds, is considered to be one
of the most vicious tacklers in
the conference, proving it last
year when he plastered U. N.
C. receivers after Kit Jackson
suffered a broken arm.
Described by Coach McFadden as "tremendously improved
and a rugged defender", Art is
one of those individuals who

Student Organizations
Place Your Orders
NOW for Crepe Paper
for Homecoming
OXFORD
BUTTON-DOWN
Very special our Gent oxford
button-down-itj -flair, Itj fit,
the superb quality of the cotton oxford fabric, the casual
roll of the collar. All these
attributes are exclusively
Gant - all reasons why we
carry this distinctive brand.
Come in and see our new
color selection.

ROBINSON CO.
EASLEY, S. C
"Traditional Clothing
At Its B«t"

— Special Discount —

HARPERS 5 & 10
Downtown Clemson

Remember:
Harper's Sells It For Less

loves to hit and hit hard. "I've
seen him nearly tear a man in
half out there," exclaimed McFadden.
The left corner back will be
manned this year by Wayne
Page, who is back for his second season as a starter. Last
year Page pulled in four enemy
passes. Among those was a crucial one against Virginia which
helped the Tigers hold on to a
slim six-point lead.
Wayne said that this year's
defensive backfield should be
just as good or even better than
last years backfield. He based
his opinion on the fact that all
of the men who are back have
game experience.
The former Lake View High
star went on to say that he has
a difficult job to do at the corner position. "I must be able to
cover the pass as well as stop
the sweep around my end,"
stated the Tiger left corner.
Page said that the hardest
play for him to cover was the
curl in, and that the sweep
topped the list in running plays.

r
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McFadden

He sized Craig Bayhnum of
Tech and Ray Perkins from
Alabama as probably his
toughest opponents of the upcoming season. He finished by
saying, "they'll all be tough,
but these two will be the toughest. "
Wayne also added that he
starts preparing for a game on
Monday when he hits the practice field. He works on moves
that he will use against his
opposition and studies every
film that he can find on the opposing player.
"I can't just study one man.
I have to study all of them because I don't know who I will
be covering until the play
starts," stated the Tiger veteran.
As is the case with almost everybody, Page admitted that he
gets nervous. He said, "it
doesn't take long for the nervousness to wear off, especially
if we kick-off. That way I don't
have to wait on the sidelines."
Page stated with a great
amount of enthusiasm that he
would like to beat Alabama
and South Carolina more than
anything. He went further in
stating, "I do not know what
the other teams will have this
year, but I expect a real close
conference race this year."
Backing up Page at left corner will be Chuck Werner and
Sandy Daniel. Werner played
the left safety spot for the '65
Cubs and led them in interceptions with three. He had a
good spring game, and the
coaches feel that he has everything that is needed to become
an outstanding cornerback.
Sandy Daniel is the other
sophomore who is battling for
the alternate cornerback position. He played the alternate
corner position with last year's
freshmen even though he was
bothered by an injury. Both of

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your (fiexaa) Store
OVER
HALF A CENTURY
OF TRADITIONAL
SERVICE TO CLEMSON

- WITH A SMILE -

these boys will help out considerably, but they both need
valuable game experience.
Moving over to the right side
one finds Frank Liberatore at
the starting position. Frank
was not in school last year, but
he stated, "I*do not think that
this will hurt me because I have
been working out and I was in
good shape when I reported for
practice."
Frank says that he prepares
for a game by studying films,
scouting reports, and plays.
Like Page, he too watches for

because I know that if I mess
up one time it can mean a touchdown for the other team."
In reserve for Liberatore will
be Randy Bell and Lee Rayburn. Bell, the younger brother
of end Wayne Bell, started at
right corner for the freshmen.
The coaches feel that he has a
lot of natural ability and that

it will show up when he gets a
little game experience under his
belt.
The other reserve is Lee Rayburn, who played with last
year's freshmen also. He played
flanker back for the freshmen,
but has moved and ended up
this spring at alternate right
cornerback.

Intramural Sports
Intramural action began this
week, with the sports of Softball
in the headlines. Sixteen softball teams played to kick off
the action, with more expected
to hit the dusty diamonds soon.
The scores and this week's Top
Ten follows.
Newtonian Society
8
B-8
0
Ceramic Engineers
SAZ

19
15

A-7
D-6

13
11

Phi Kapps
Chemical Engineers

20
11

Univ. Apt. Blacks
F-4

13
12

A-6
SKE White

6
4

SKE Blue
B-7

9
6

Dorm 10A
B-6

10
8

Garden State Ten
E-5

26
4

Alpha Gamma
5 Dorm

18
8

HILLSIDE
(Continued from page 2)

Luzzi
the entire offense instead of concentrating on just one man.
The Tiger right corner said,
"I want to beat Alabama, Ga.
Tech, South Carolina, and
Southern California more than
anybody."
In looking ahead to the Virginia game, Liberatore said
that he did not know much
about his opponent, but added,
"They have a real good quarterback who can really throw
the ball."
Frank stated that the hardest
pass play for him to cover was
the straight through. He went on
to say that he too got just a little
nervous. Liberatore added, "I
like it better when we receive,
but even with a lead I never
quite lose all of the tension,

D-5
C-7
DKA Deacons
F-5

9
8

Univ. Apt. Orange
DKA Devils

19
5

Chis Raiders
E-6

11
2

Alpha Phi Omega
Forestry Club

9
8

KSX Forfeit to Chester County

Maybe you'll fall for a new
girl. Or maybe you'll decide
that you don't have time to
be serious yet, and you'll just
date a lot of different girls—
blind dates, coeds, even Converse girls.
Upperclassmen might
preach you a sermon and
talk themselves blue trying to
convince you that this is what
will happen. They've seen it
before. But you won't believe
them.
There's only one way to
learn in college, and that's
through
experience. You
won't believe it until it happens. Nobody can tell you
that it won't happen to you.
Nobody can convince you
that you won't be the one
couple in ten that won't break
up.
I know. Your case is different.

I

YOU WILL ENJOY THE GOOD FOOD AND COURTEOUS SERVICE AT

THE BLUE FLAME DRIVE-IN
on the Greenville Hwy. in Seneca

Clemson's OnlyExclusive Hardware and
Appliance Store

MERCK'S
112 Sloan Street
Downtown Clemson
BALSA WOOD - PAJNTS - GLUES
AND MANY OTHER ITEMS TO FILL THE

FREE SAMPLE
of

DEP
MEN'S DRY
HAIRDRESSING

James7 Barber
Shop
& Hairstyiing
for Men
(In Front of Dan's)

STUDENT'S NEEDS

TRAILING
THE

TIGER
By SAMMIE CARROS
Executive Sports Editor
If someone said that Clemson finished next to
last in the Carmichael Cup competition with a
total of thirty-three points, most people would
probably say, "Better luck next time." After all,
who wants to be champions of sailboat racing.
Well, becoming the best in some small sport
can mean just as much as capturing the conference crown for football. The reason is that every
sport counts the same in the race for the Carmichael Cup, which is not a trophy for sailboating.
In 1961, representatives of the Atlantic Coast
Conference met and decided to give an award each
year to the school compiling the best overall record
in all varsity sports. A system was devised whereby eight points would be given for a first place
finish, seven points for a second place finish, and
so forth down to one point for last place. In the
event of ties, the points would be added and divided by the number of teams; so if three schools
were deadlocked in first place, each would receive seven points. The next teams would receive
five points for fourth place.
The conference representatives then elected to
give the award in honor of the late William Donald Carmichael. Thus was born the highest award
for an ACC school to receive in the line of sports.
A list was made of the eleven varsity sports to
be counted and it reads as follows: football, basketball, baseball, indoor track, outdoor track, swimming, golf, tennis, wrestling, lacrosse, and soccer.
In the five years in which the trophy has been
awarded, Maryland has won it three of the five
and finished a close second the other two years. A
look at some interesting statistics will show the
reason for this. The Terrapins have dominated the
lesser sports in that they have won the wrestling,
soccer, indoor track, and outdoor track championships for these five years. They have also captured first in lacrosse for three of the five years and
have been champions in or co-champs in swimming
for four of the last five seasons. Each of these
titles earns eight points.
Clemson participates in only eight of the eleven
varsity sports—lacrosse, soccer, and wrestling being the three in which it fields no team. Still, the
only first Clemson can lay claim to in five years
is a tie with N. C. State for the 1965 football title.
In addition, the Tigers have made a rather dismal showing in some of the lesser sports, finishing
last in three of them this past year.
Granted, if some of these teams would finish
higher, the total of 33 points could be surpassed,
but there is another place to gain points. If Clemson were to add the three sports it does not have,
the school would gain points no matter where they
finished.
In the last two years, a varsity sport has been in
the making on this campus. A group of students
formed a soccer club last year and set up matches
with formidable opponents. The interest in the club
grew, and this year forty players turned out at
the first meeting. By next season, the club hopes
to meet all conference regulations and become a
varsity sport.
This would give the ACC six soccer teams, and
if Clemson happened to finish last, they would
get three points since there is no seventh or eighth
place. Clemson University would then be void of
only wrestling and lacrosse teams, but perhaps
boys who have participated in such events in high
school could form clubs that later become varsity
sports.
Last year, the Tigers finished with a total of
thirty three points in eight sports. This averages
out to a fifth place finish in each.
A new school year is beginning now and new
champions will be crowned. Many people feel
the Tigers will do well in football, basketball,
and baseball this year, but this will not be enough.
The other teams must finish if Clemson even wants
to have an outside chance at the cup.
When Clemson starts the other three varsity
sports' teams and raises the level of all its sports,
it too may lay claim to the coveted title. The addition of varsity teams will incur new costs, expenses such as for uniforms, for traveling, and for
a coach. However, nothing worth winning is cheap.
Perhaps several years from now, Clemson will
be able to capture several first and second place
finishes. Then Clemson University can capture the
Carmichael Cup and consider itself king of the Atlantic Coast Conference.

Closed Court Comments
(Continued from page 1)
Randy Mahaffey said, "I can
assure you that there's an atmosphere of seriousness at all
times in the court, and that we
concentrate on justice to the
student and to Clemson."
On open courts, he said, "If
a student thinks a judge is prejudiced, that judge doesn't sit.
That couldn't happen in regards to who sits in on an open
session. And even though the
audience doesn't help deliberate, it could certainly influence decisions."
The closed court system has
been objected to on the grounds
that the students cannot "know
what goes on in there."
John Dickerson answered
that charge by pointing out that
"court decisions are announced
in the dining hall and are post-

-ed on the Student Government
bulletin board. The only legitimate complaint there is that
the reports "aren't full enough.
We're trying to improve the reporting, but we don't want to
reveal the identity of the dependent. "
Student leaders, then, are opposed to opening the courts to
anyone except the defendent,
the court, the prosecution, and
the defense, on the grounds
that reporting is inherently a
process inducing bias and that
students in a body would disrupt the proceedings.
Danny Speights offered an
additional objection, saying,
"Where would we put them?
We don't have room for anybody else (in the courtroom)."
The members of the High
Court are elected annually by
the student body.

Soccer Club Starts New Season,
Roster Shows Impressive Talent
By DOUG FERNANDEZ
The Clemson University Soccer Team gave coach John Kenney and adviser Dr. Chisman
a bright outlook for this coming season as 23 new members
reported to the opening practice last week.
Last season the Tigers lost
two games, won three and tied
two; however, this year Kenney
is expecting a much better record and has stated that the addition of the new boys will add
strength in a few positions and
give the team much needed
depth.
The soccer mentor, who
played under Walter Giesler, the
United States Olympic coach,
stated that this year's team had
depth, experience, and strength
at just about every position and
"...enthusiasm everywhere."
Dr. Chisman and Kenney
have most of last year's team
returning this season. Frank
Schmidt, who played under a
well known New York coach
Dutch Hess, will probably be
playing center halfback again
along with Dick Schroeder and
Bob Castles. Dick, a left halfback, played for Hightstown
High School, who have been
New Jersey State Champions
for thepasteightyears. Bob has
played right halfback for the
past two years. Last year when
he was injured in the U. N. C.
bill Collins filled in for him.
Bill has been shifted to the forward line and should add some
more strength to the forward
line.
Others who returned were
David Hilsman, Bill Barrick,
Cliff Patrick, Don Shelley, Mark
Rubich, Dikran "Turk" Ornekian, Don Gardner, David
Green, Richard Pimento, Paul
Smith, Nat Hanano, and Ken
Stepp.
"Turk" and Mark are two of
Coach Kenney's brightspots in
the Tiger line-up. Mark has
played soccer for six years in
Europe; two in England and
three in Germany. Ornekian,
who was last year's captain and
high scorer, played seven years
in Turkey before coming to the
United States.
There are many new names
on this year's playing roster.
Athanasios
Senbos
from
Greece, Ed Wenz, Andy Sidrony, Andy Demori, an All-

League forward from New Jersey, and Bill Bonekat, who
played one year at the University of Montana, the "Big
Sky" Champions that year.
Other new players are David
Villers, who played at the University of London for three
years, Ken Butler, an All-County halfback from Bergenfield,
New Jersey, Leonardo Serrano

gia Tech.
Clemson will use plays to its
center forward and have its
halfbacks loft hard kicks at
goal.
Last year's team played several close games which either
ended in ties or with the Tigers
on the short side of the score.
A powerful and experienced U.
N. C. team seemed to be stopped

"I COULP'A PLAYEP PRO BALL, BUT I iVAS
OFFERER MORE MONEY TO GOME TO COLLEGE I"

Frosh Gridders Boast Desire, Speed,.
Coach Patton Pleased With Scrimmage
By JERRY JEBAILY
TIGER Sports Writer
Clemson's
new freshman
football coach, Bob Patton, has
much praise for this year's Cub
squad. The former Clemson,
All-South tackle said that his
team was showing great hustle
and desire in the few workouts
they have had since reporting
August 19.
Patton says the team, now
who played at Catholic Univer- and a victory for Clemson in forty-two strong, must be narsity before coming to Clemson,
the hat when, after a few fast rowed to the thirty-five player
and Larry Murry, who played power rushes at goal, U. N. C. limit, which is a new ACC rule.
at Hightstown High School in scored two goals in the last half
After he reviewed the films
New Jersey.
of the game to take it 3-2. from last Saturday's controlled
This year Clemson will use
Duke on the other hand suffered scrimmage, Patton cited no one
the traditional style with five a defeat at the paws of the Tig- person as really outstanding.
forwards, three halfbacks, two
ers as did Asheville and He did say however, that his
fullbacks and the goalie. The
Erskine.
Cub chargers played real tough
Tigers will also make use of
Georgia Tech gave the Tigers football in their first chance to
the Italian style and some- their toughest games. The engi- knock heads for Clemson.
variations of it in which there
The new mentor says that his
neers won the first encounter by
are four forwards, four halfout passing and shooting the three quarterbacks, Charles
backs
and two fullbacks.
Tigers. In the second game the Waters (brother of varsity kickCoach Kenney said that he had
Tech team tied Clemson with er, Keith), Jackie Smith, and
created a few wrinkles in the
each team making power rush- Jewell McLaurin all have good
Tigers defenses to stop power- es and missing shots on the goal football knowledge in picking
ful attacks for UNC and Georout the right plays to use. Moreby inches.
This season will see the Tigers over, he was very pleased with
playing an eight game schedule the way they threw the ball.
Patton feels he has two fine
against Duke, Georgia Tech,
U.N.C., Brevard, and Erskine. blockers as well as runners in
U. N. C. and Tech will pose the Bobby Jamison and Jerry
Barr.
biggest tests for the team.
Josh Collins, who runs the
Georgia Tech is a strong team
100 in 9.8, is the Cubs' fastwith lots of experience in every
position. Many of last year's est man and is currently holdplayers were from "south of the ing down a flanker spot in
border" and once again the Patton's plans. Mike FunderYellow Jackets will field a burke, another flanker, is alstrong team to face the Tigers. so running well. The new frosh
U.N.C. is another Tiger oppon- coach says that having a boy
such as Josh on the squad gives
an assuring feeling to a coach.
However, Patton rates desire
first on his list for the makings
of a good college football playAny freshman with high er. Speed comes next, and last
school tennis team experience (this might surprise some peoand/or tournament experience ple), is size.
is invited to tryout for the freshThe Tiger Cubs do have size
man team. Tryouts will be held with Doug Waters, 6-1, 235on the varsity courts anytime pounds, Bill Harrelson, 6-3,
during regular fall practice 230, and towering Billy Graywhich is held from 4 to 6 p. son, 6-7, 250 — all tackles.
m. Monday, Tuesday, WednesCoach Patton says in regard
day, and Friday.
to those boys who were impressive in high school, "you
are no better than you are today," and the friendly giant of
Clemson varsity track coach, a coach is using this formula
P. Wee Greenfield asks that all
freshmen interested in running
track for the Frosh team report
to him at the field house as soon
as possible. His office is in the
big gym.

Nat Hanano

§

to put his 1966 frosh team together. He feels that a person's
previous record doesn't help,
instead, it's how he plays each
day that makes him a winner.
Patton says that his defensive
line which includes Paul Skish,
Steve Helms, Jack Knight, and
David Sadowski, all are very
"quick and agile". Larry Bell,
Bruce Harvey, and Ron Whittemore will also be seeing some
action.
The personable young coach
also commented that the hardest positions on the team were
the defensive secondary slots.
"The back has to learn how to
move on a ball once it is
thrown," he noted.
Fortunately, Patton has several good defensive backs in
Ronnie Cauthen, Joel Whitsel,
and Randy Beckwith.

In the annual spring game at
Texas Western quarterback
Billy Stevens completed 33 of
67 passes for 548 yards and
four touchdowns as he led his
team to a 43-41 win. But wait.
For the losing team, Brooks
Dawson completed 34 of 55
passes for 533 yards and four
touchdowns. The combined
total was 67 completions for
1081 yards and eight touchdowns.

Eric Tipton's 1938 record of
21 punts still stands as a Duke
record. Tipton was called on by
the Blue Devils for his kicking
ability in a game against Pittsburg.

ABC announced last week
that Keith Jackson and Jack
Jensen will do the regional telecast for the Clemson-Duke encounter. Jackson has done extensive radio work for ABC.
Jensen, a former All-American
at the University of California,
a major league baseball star,
will do the color commentary.

CHAR-LITE RESTAURANT
OPEN
6 A.M. - 10 P.M.
6 Days a Week
Closed Mondays

—fIBBOtfS
M£NS

SHOP

CLEMSON

JUDGE KELLER
College Ave.

Short Orders

SENECA

HARRIS SPORTING GOODS

By-Pass 123 in Seneca

On the Clemson Hwy.
Seneca
882-3391

Your Walgreen Agency in
Downtown Clemson

Headquarters for
DRUG AND SUNDRY NEEDS

Swingline
e

Paz2L MENB
[1] Do they have
a 4th of July
in England?
(Answers below)

I
[2] Take two
TOT Staplers
from three
TOT Staplers,
and
what do
you have?

Swingline
Tot Stapler

"The Area's Best"

882-9151

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

FENCING CLUB
The Clemson Fencing Club
will induct new members on
Monday, September 19, at 5:00
p.m. in the YMCA gym.
No previous experience is
necessary. Come prepared with
tennis shoes and a will to learn.

This is the

- SERVING -

Steaks - Chicken

After last Saturday's head
knocking session, Patton has a
good idea of what must be done
before meeting Georgia in Athens on September 30. He plans
to use the ' I' formation and the
familiar split backfield setup.
"With the hustle that the Tiger
freshmen gridders are showing,
they should improve in great
strides and be ready to stop the
Georgia frosh."

Sports Shorts

For Those Who Care Enough
to Wear the VERY BEST

Al Sembos

PERMANENT PRESS
SHIRTS
AND
TROUSERS
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ent that poses to be a big problem. However, Coach Kenney
said that he had something
special planned for them.
The team has been working
out for two weeks now and still
encourages anyone who wishes
to try out to come to the field
behind Death Valley for practice.
A pre-season game is scheduled on the weekend of the
twenty-fourth. The match will
see the foreign students pitted
against the American students.
SCHEDULE
Oct. 1, Georgia Tech at Atlanta
Oct. 8, Brevard at Clemson
Oct. 21, North Carolina at
Chapel Hill
Oct. 22, Duke at Durham
Oct. 29, Erskine at Due West
Nov. 5, Duke at Clemson
Nov. 12, Georgia Tech at Clemson
Nov. 19, Brevard at Brevard

ATTENTION
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(Including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49

No bigger than a pack of gum-but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!

——>*v**tpU*te. mc.

Specialists
with a Complete Line of
Sporting Goods

Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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Speights Announces Appointments;
Dick Miley Named Attorney General

CDA Rat Hop Features
Major Lance, Marvelettes
By BILL ANDERSON, III
It's "Monkey Time" at Tigertown as the Central Dance
Association presents Major
Lance Friday night of Rat Hop,
' September 23, 1966.
Then Saturday night, September 24, it'll be "Please Mister
Postman,"
"Beachwood 45789," and "Don't Mess With
Bill" sung by the Marvelettes.
Two extra bands have also
been booked by the CDA to provide added entertainment over
the weekend.
Major Lance,
along with his own band plus
the Ambassadors will provide
music Friday night from 9:00
p.m. until 1:00 a.m. in the University Dining Hall.
The "Major" has numerous
hits to his credit such as "The
Monkey Time", "Um, Um, Um,
Urn, Um, Um," "The Matador," "Rhythm," and many
more. He has played on college
campuses throughout the country and is known simply for
his "tremendous show." Already established as one of
America's most outstanding recording artists, the "cuff link
tossing Major" has captivated
audiences everywhere.
Backing up the Marvelettes
Saturday night from 8:00 p.m.
until midnight Saturday, also
in the University Dining Hall,
will be the Rivieras—a popular

group who have previously
played for IFC and the CDA
dances. Other songs by the Marvelettes
include "Playboy,"
"You're My Remedy," "Twisting Postman," "TooMany Fish
in the Sea," and others.
Ticket prices for Friday and
Saturday night dances are
$4.50 each, with block tickets
being sold for $8.00. Students
may purchase dance tickets
from any CDA junior staffer
and also in the University Dining Hall during meal hours.
During intermission Friday
night, a Rat Queen will be
chosen from dates entered by
Clemson Rats. Over fifty valuable prizes will be given away
to the winning Rat Queen and
her date.
Some of the gifts include wearing apparel, movie tickets, and
dinner for two at several surrounding restaurants. Rats will
be eligible to enter their dates
at the CD A ticket table in the dining hall from two weeks prior
to the dance until 1:00 p.m.
Friday afternoon.
CDA placing will provide accommodations in surrounding
homes for dates as long as they
are available. Rates are very
nominal, and students interested are urged to contact the CDA
at an early date.

New Dinning Hall Hours
Starting this week the dining
hall hours were changed.
The Student Senate proposal
on dining hall hours came out
of the General Affairs Committee, which has been looking into the dining hall and its operation, and was passed on to
special committee. This committee is composed of Dean
Cox, Mr. Henry Hill, Director
of Auxiliary Enterprises; Danny Speights, John Matthew,
Billy Walker, and Gordon Edgin, chairman of the Senate
General Affairs Committee.
This committee reacted favorably to the proposal and enacted the new dining hall hour
changes.
The weekly breakfast hours
including Saturday were extended to 8:45 a.m. Sunday

Commanders
(Continued from page 1)
major from Sumter, is commander of Company B-4.
Company C-4 Commander
is Cadet Capt. Randall P. Windham. He is a senior industrial
management major from Lamar. Cadet Capt. Terry K.
Alexander is the commander of
Company D-4. He is achemicai
engineering major from Spartanburg. He is a member of
Sigma Alpha Zeta and the CDA
senior staff.

breakfast is 8:00 a.m. to 9:00
a.m. Weekly lunch hours were
extended to 1:30 p.m., Saturday hours run to 1:15 p.m.
Sunday lunch starts a half
hour earlier to help alleviate
the church crowds. Supper
hours run from 5:00 p.m. to
7:00 p.m. during the week. On
Saturday and Sunday the evening meal runs from 5:00 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m.

Senior Day
(Continued from page 1)
Others believed that Senior
Day should be placed off-campus with drinking allowed. One
senior was in favor of continuing Senior Day in some other
form, but as a day of recognition, without the unnecessary
drinking.
Most seniors asked were definitely in favor of having another form of Senior Day, but
added they still preferred the
Senior Day of the past.
Another senior added that he
hoped that student government
and the administration could
come up with a sufficient substitute for Senior Day. Still another senior said that a "compromise" would have to be
reached, but he didn't believe
that it could replace the traditional Senior Day.

WSBF PROGRAM NOTES
WSBF—The 24-Hr. Voice of Clemson University
SUNDAYS
12:30 PM—"Songtime"—Light religious music: commentary.
1:00 PM—"Sunday Cavalcade"—Lively-type music.
3:00 PM—"Concert in High Fidelity"—Classical music,
commentary by John Dozier.
5:30 PM—"Mosaics"—Variety of music with comments
by Will Shore.
7:00 PM—"Sounds of the Twentieth Century"—Broadway and Hollywood musicals with commentary by Jeff Pringle.
8:30 PM—"Nitebeat"—Gentle swing type.
10:00 PM—"Stardust"—Soft type, interrupted four times
an hour.
12:00 PM—"East of Midnite"—Soft study music: uninterrupted.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 AM—"Timekeeper"—Wake-up type; live.
9:00 AM—"Spectrum"—Taped musical interlude; uninterrupted.
1:00 PM—-"Great 88"—Chart rock-n-roll.
6:00 PM—"Upbeat"—Middle-of-the-road swing type.
8:00 PM—"Nitebeat"—Gentle swing type.
10:00 PM—"Stardust"—Soft type; interrupted four times
an hour.
12:00 PM—"East of Midnite"—Soft study music: uninterrupted.
SATURDAY
7:00 AM—"Timekeeper"—Wake-up type; live.
9:00 AM—"Spectrum"—Taped musical interlude: uninterrupted.
12:00 AM—"Great 88"—Chart rock-n-roll.
9:00 PM—"Offbeat"—Anything goes!
12:00 PM—"East of Midnite"—Taped, swinging, uninterrupted.
NEWS—Generally on-the-hour. Fifteen-minute summaries at 12:45 on weekday afternoons. Twentyminute wrap-ups at 8:00 PM on Sundays;
7:30 PM daily.
SPORTS—Included in fifteen- and twenty-minute news
summaries. At 7:45 and 8:45 on "Timekeeper" shows. At 10:05 PM, Sunday thru Friday. At midnite, Saturday nites. Short stories and scores woven into regular programs.

WSBF—The Only 24-Hr. FM Station in So. Car.

Presidential appointments to
certain executive committees
and judicial courts have been
completed.
In a letter to the Senate last
Monday night Student Body
President Danny Speights offered for approval the names
of five appointees to the Ways
and Means Committee.
The Senate approval concluded the appointments for the
1966-67 school year.
President Speights announced

the appointment of Dick Miley
as Attorney General and Allan
(Buddy) Thompson as Delegations Chairman.
Al Montgomery received the
appointment as Chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee. This committee, working
directly
under
President
Speights, is in charge of promotion and handling of designated presidential projects.
Other presidential appointments to this committee are

Cox Speaks To Senate

| Campus News Briefs
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
The Clemson Young Democrat Club will have its first
meeting of the year on Monday, September 12, at 8:00 P.
M. in Room 107 of Hardin
Hall.
All interested persons are
urged to attend this meeting.
CALHOUN LITERARY
SOCIETY
The Calhoun Literary Society will meet on Tuesday,
September 13, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Conference Room on the
first floor of the Math-English
Office Building.
Projects for the year will be
discussed, and all English majors are urged to attend.
TAPS DROP-IN
TAPS, Clemson's annual student publication, will have a
drop-in for prospective junior
staffers on Monday, September 12, at 7:00 p.m. in the
TAPS office on the ninth level
of the Student Center.
DANFORTH FELLOWSHIPS
Danforth Graduate Fellowships are available to seniors
and recent graduates who plan
to teach in colleges and work
on a Ph. D. degree.
Candidates must receive the
nomination of their college's
Liason Officer.
The Graduate Record Examination is required of all nominees, and this must be taken on
or before Saturday, October 29,
1966.
The Danforth Fellowship is
worth up to $2950 a year, and
it is normally renewable for a
total of four years.
For further information those
interested may call on Dean of
the University Dr. F. I. Brownley, Jr., in Tillman Hall.
FRESHMAN
NOMINATIONS
Nominations for President,
Vice-President, Secretary, and
Treasurer, and the Senate of
the Freshman Class will be conducted on Monday, September
12, at 8:00 p.m. in Room 1 of
the Chemistry Building.
Danny Speights, President of
the Student Body, urges "all
freshmen, who want to further
Clemson and represent their
class, to run for an office or participate in the election of their officers. "
CLEMSON PLAYERS
Any student interested in aiding in the production of "Ah,
Wilderness," the first play of the
season, should contact Sam
Smith in C-514.
The play will be performed in
the Food Industries Auditorium October 5-8 at 8:00 p.
HOMECOMING DISPLAY
REGISTERING
Organizations must register
for Homecoming sites for their
displays on Tuesday, September 20, from 12:00 noon until
6:00 p.m. at the dorm office.
This year there will be two
lines for registering. One line
will be for those displays requiring the use of electricity and
the other will be for those displays not requiring electricity.
Certain professional organizations will have preference of

Your Parents Can Join the Elite Few!!
Send Them The

Chronicle

Enclosed in my check for $3.00

certain areas. (The Chemistry
Department may have the site
in front of the Chemistry Building, etc.)
Organizations may contact
Jerry Addy in Dorm 10 -412
for any further information.
SCSSL DELEGATE
ELECTION
Delegates to the fall session
of the South Carolina State Student Legislature will be elected
Monday, September 12, at 8:30
p.m. in Room 118 of the Chemistry Building.
And student, whether he is a
member of Student Government
or not, must have a petition
signed by 25 students in order
to be nominated as a delegate
or alternate.
The SCSSL fall session will
meet in Columbia on November 30 through December 3.
Clemson will send a delegation
of 24 students to the convention.
Buddy Thompson, Chairman of Delegations, stated,
"This is the first year that nonStudent Government students
may be elected to SCSSL. All
interested students should take
advantage of this opportunity."
I. M. AUXILIARY
On Tuesday, Sept. 13, 1966,
at 7:15 p.m. the wives of I. M.
students
and
faculty are
cordially invited to attend a
drop-in of I. M. A. in the Phi
Psi Lounge located in the basement of Sirrine Hall.
For any additional information please contact Mrs. Steve
Hunter at 654-3087 after 6 p.m.
YOUNG REPUBLICANS
The Young Republicans will
have a meeting Tuesday night
at 7:30 p.m. in the YMCA. Approval of the new constitution
will be the main order of business.
AIA SPONSORS FILMS
The Student Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects
will sponsor the showing of two
films on Tuesday, Sept. 13 at
5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. in the
auditorium of the School of
Architecture.
The first film, The City—Cars
or People, concerns the growing problem of providing adequate transportation without
the ever-present traffic problem.
The Heart of the City is the
second film. It studies the
"growing sterility, coldness and
congestion that is destroying
the vitality, variety and breadth
that once madecitiesphysically
attractive and humanly creative.
Anyone who may be interested in these films is urged to
make an effort to see them.
AATT
William E. Baldwin, a textile
chemistry graduate of Clemson, will speak to AATT Tuesday, August 13, at 6:30 p.m.
in room 300, Sirrine Hall.
Mr. Baldwin, with Reeves
Bros. Co. in Spartanburg, will
talk about job opportunities for
textile and textile chemistry majors. Anyone interested in joining AATT is urged to attend.

By AL B11C K A LEW
TIGEH Staff Writer
Headlining the Monday night
meeting of the student senate
was a talk by Vice President
for Student Affairs Walter T.
Cox, in which he pointed out the
problems that Clemson will face
in the near future.
Dean Cox said that the greatest job we have at Clemson today is that of communications.
"The greatest problem is to get
our students as a whole to participate in phases of campus
life. Communications is going
to do that."
Briefly looking into Clemson's immediate future, Cox
said that the University can expect an enrollment of 6010next
year. He pointed out that new
coeds will be responsible for the
majority of this growth. An 11story high-rise dormitory is expected to be finished for the
girls next fall.
"The east campus is not to
stay an all-women's campus,"
replied Dean Cox. "Other highrises are planned for that area
to house graduate students—
both male and female."
"Another cafeteria, to be erected on the east campus near the
new high-rise, will hopefully be
in operation by December,"
said Dean Cox. "There will be
no more dormitories for male
students built on the west campus for a while."
Cox said that plans have been
drawn up for a new health center to be located near the Agricultural Engineering building.
Said Dean Cox, "Our coliseum plans have been approved and bids are to be received on October 18. If prices
are favorable, it will be started
immediately, probably taking
18 to 24 months to build."
Cox pointed out that because
of the sharp rise in construction
prices,
much campus-wide
building has fallen behind schedule.
In
discussing
immediate
problems on the Clemson campus, Cox said that campus enrollment is up 10 percent and
ROTC enrollment is up 14 per-

Career Day
(Continued from page 1)
Several areas in textiles will
be represented. Included in this
group are Mr. James G. Collier,
Jr. of Woodside Mills in Greenville, S. C, and Mr. J. B. Templeton of Clinton Mills in Clinton,
S. C.
The fields of psychology and
sociology will be discussed by
Mr. Robert L. Brown from
Greenville, S. C, and Mrs.
Nora Lee Jennings from Pickens, S. C.
Mathematics and Data Processing will be represented by
Morris Lee Branch of International Business Machines
in Greenville, S. C. Mr. Frank
E. Kinard, Ph. D., Director of
University Relation Office, E.
I. DuPont, Inc. in Augusta,
Ga., will speak on physics.
The field of education will be
covered by Mr. Charles H.
Humphries, Assistant Superintendent of Spartanburg City
Schools, and Mr. Dan Hull of
the Spartanburg County Technical Education Center.
Mr. Avery W. Wood, Jr., owner of Avery Wood Associates,
architects in Greenville, S. C.
will speak on the opportunities
in the field of architecture.
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cent. There are, however, fewer
male freshmen on campus this
year than in 1965-66. This is
due to a smaller high school
graduating class in 1966.
In reply to a question concerning the academic standing
of rats at Clemson, Cox said
that last year only 13 percent
of the freshmen failed. He compared this to The Citadel's 30
percent failures, reflecting the
handicap a military environment has upon a freshman's
grades.
Turning to David Cooper,
sophomore senator, Cox was
faced with a question concerning recreational facilities in the
Clemson area. His reply was
that although there is a problem
of funding, slow but steady
progress is being made in this
field.
Further development of Hartwell's recreational facilities and
the building of an olympic-size
swimming pool are in the plans.
Cox said that required sports
for freshmen and sophomores
will be put into effect upon completion of Clemson University's
athletic complex.
"Clemson has pulled itself up
from its bootstraps," remarked
Dean Cox. "We have the best
qualified faculty yet. One thing
I am proud of is that the Clemson student has not gone overboard in his casual dress.
The sloppy guy establishes
a poor image for Clemson, and
it is the duty of every Clemson
man to see that his fellow student gives a good image of his
university."
Sophomore senator Harry
Tinsley confronted Cox with a
question as to why he hadn't
consulted the senate before taking action to ban Senior Day.
Cox replied that he had confronted student government
with this problem for ten years
and the body had regularly refused to compromise.
"We tried to make Senior Day
into something fine, constructive, and wholesome, "said Cox,
"but it did not develop into a
day such as this."
Ryan Cobb, senior senator,
asked Dean Cox if Senior Day
could possibly be maintained
with certain limitations. Cox'
answer was that that was supposed to be the case last year.
The subject was then dropped.
The third fall meeting of the
Student Senate also featured
discussion on dining hall
hours,
canteen hours, and
book store prices.
Committee of Academic Affairs Chairman Don Shelley
reported that his committee is
looking into a faculty committee setup to investigate foreign
study.
General Affairs Committee
Chairman Gordon Edginhasa
joint meeting planned with the
Clemson executive branch for
a complete study into the dining hall.
An idea brought up to boost
the required 2.0 GPR to 2.3 in
order to be eligible to run for
a senate was not accepted in
committee. It is felt by many
senators that a senate officeholder with a GI'R between 2.0
and 2.29 can in many cases
be more valuable than an in-
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Terry Lee, Bill Etheridge, Dave
Merry, Gary Phillips, and Scott
Harrower.
Charles Bethea was appointed Chairman of the Central
Spirit Committee which co-ordinates all Clemson spirit and
promotes it in all University
aspects.
Other presidential appointees
to the Central Spirit Committee
are Marion Aldridge, Helen
Bunch, and Nina Dulin.
Other members of the Central
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dividual with a GPR in the 3.0
plus bracket.
Frank Copeland, chairman
of Student Organizations and
Affairs, stated that the Miss
Clemson Contest will probably
be altered to take fewer entries
and standardized photos of
each entry.
As had been expected, the
topic of high book store prices
was brought up once again.
Various senators compared the
steadily changing price of a
once-marked S.95 book up to
its present price of SI.50. This
will be investigated further. According to Dean Cox, definite
plans have been made to expand the Book Store into the
storage area toward the post
office.
Important points discussed
among senate members included investigations into new
canteen and laundry hours.
Many senators feel that canteen hours should be extended
to midnight so that Dan's will
have some competition from
10:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Billy Walker, Student Body
Vice President, clarified the
laundry situation as it presently stands. He said that in the
last two months the laundry has
been robbed of $290, so officials have decided to close it
at 10:00 p.m. Billy said, however, that the operating hours
may be extended to cover the
period from 7:30 a.m. to midnight. If decided on, the new
hours will go into effect immediately.

Spirit Committee from other
campus
organizations
are
Robin Watson, Harry Tinsley,
John Ellenberg, Dave Christopher, Ryan Cobb, Tim O'Reilly, and Andy Dickert.
President Speights appointed
Graham Pritchard as Chairman of the Elections Board and
Steve Wilson as Vice-Chairman
of the Elections Board.
Other appointees to the Elections Board, which handles
nominations and elections procedures, are Marshall Long,
Bobby Hope, Hank Theiling,
Bill Smith, Pete Hoffman, and
Stormy Young.
The Financial Review Board,
which handles financial requests of student organizations
and answers questions of financing, received the presidential appointments of Linda
Ramsey and Charles Cottingham.
Dennis Brosnan, Treasurer
of the Student Body, is the
automatic Chairman of the Financial Review Board. Other
members include Benny Williams, Carl Allen, and David
Redden.
Appointees to the Men's Residence Court are John Ranney
and John Cotton. Cada Jenkins and Delores Violette were
appointed to the Women's Residence Court.
The elected members of the
Men's Residence Court are Jim
Ellicott, Fred Gassaway, and
Jerome Mandich.
Elected members of the Women's Residence Court are
Tondy McGowan, Joan Strickland, and Margaret Seay.
, President Speights commenting on the appointments said,
"I am sure that these young
men and ladies will fulfill their
jobs to the best of their ability,
and that they will be of credit
to Clemson University. With
combined efforts I know that
Student Government can reach
the greatest objectives."
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